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Why Streetcars and Why Now?
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Streetcars as Community Catalysts

Renaissance of
downtowns
Focus new development
LowLow-cost alternative
Integrated into built
environment
Feed regional transit
system
Provide urban circulation
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DevelopmentDevelopment-Oriented Transit
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The Bottom Line on Funding

Local vs. Federal
Funding: time & strings
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Tax Increment Financing
Business Improvement
Districts
State Infrastructure Bank
Loans
Private Sector $
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Streetcars are not a panacea






Transit in and of itself does not create
development: need a larger strategy

Responding to the Critics #1




Determine what are the needs of the community
– redevelopment, improved transit, business and
job development



Commuting versus circulation
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The streetcar and policies to promote development
amount to subsidies to developers.








RESPONSE: Higher densities and lower parking ratios make
projects more profitable, but infill development is more costly
and difficult and often requires a publicpublic-private partnership.
The city’s obligation is to fund public improvements.
The developers’ obligation is to contribute to infrastructure
costs and build highhigh-density, mixedmixed-income housing with highhighquality urban design.
Developer agreements are crucial.
Sprawl developers receive massive public subsidies in the form
of new roads, sewers, schools and other infrastructure.
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RESPONSE: Development happened where
pedestrians can walk, take a streetcar and
connect to regional transit.
The Portland study showed developers built at
twice the density along the streetcar line, and
significant reduced/avoided auto trips.
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Responding to the Critics #2


Development would happen anyway.

Responding to the Critics #3


It would be much cheaper to simply improve the
bus system.




RESPONSE: Streetcars shape development so that it’s
compact, walkable and mixedmixed-use.
Investment in a bus system won’t achieve either
goal.
Streetcar is more likely to attract riders of all types:
choice riders and transittransit-dependent – which
translates into more support for more public transit.
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Responding to the Critics #4


Where is the federal partner?


Streetcars don’t attract a significant share of
regional ridership or commuters.









RESPONSE: Streetcars are local circulators.
They are intended to mainly serve pedestrians within
the streetcar district and to connect them to regional
rail systems for longer commutes.
Can impact ridership on overall system through
increasing accessibility and network
Avoided auto trips given focused development
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Newly created Small
Starts program





Fully fund
Implementation by
FTA

Increase Transit
Funding overall
DOT, HUD, DOE?
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